
You, your boyfriend, your boyfriend's other girlfriend, your boyfriend's other girlfriend's other 
boyfriend and your boyfriend's other girlfriend's other boyfriend's other girlfriend (total 5 persons) 
go for a jolly ship ride in sea.  You went deep into sea and ship has sprung a leak and there is no 
land in sight. The ship has one steering column and one rest room. There are five tasks to be done 
by each one alternately (remember the tasks are asynchronous and at any given time, any number of 
the persons may be doing one single task simultaneously)

1. Steering the ship
2. Monitoring the propellers and deterioration of the ship
3. Monitoring the water level on the ship
4. Monitoring the perishable items 
5. Take rest  in the rest room

The girls have the privileges of taking double the  time to stay in the rest room as compared to boys 
and also of not doing the steering job. Your boyfriend may like to signal any of his girl-friends to be 
in the rest room with him and the other boy may signal any of the girls for the same. The other girls 
go to the rest room with that, whose signal they get first. You, a committed person, signal your 
boyfriend only. You shout when your boyfriend signals any other girl or the vice versa and in 
consequesnt to your shout they vacate their signals. At any one time, a girl can be with only one of 
her boyfrinds and a boy can be there with only one of his girlfriends and consequently others have 
to wait. 

If any of the persons, who are outside the rest room, notices the water in the ship cross the danger 
mark, he lunges for the buckets available on the ship (Total three buckets are available in the ship) , 
in order to bail the water. Three will inevitable reach the bucket and the others have to wait. Anyone 
can raise the alarm, if he or she finds any pair of boyfriend-girlfriend together at either bailing the 
water with buckets or waiting for the buckets at the same time (for the plausible reason that they 
might do something else rather than bailing). Consequently only one person of that pair bails and 
the other one waits. When there are not enough persons available for bailing, depending rendomly 
on the mood of the steerer, a nudge can be given to call one  person, a shove can be given to call 
two persons and a yell can be given to call all the persons from the rest room to come out for 
bailing. While some of them assume bailing (as there are only three buckets), the others go back to 
the rest room. When the steering person gets tired he signals one of the other persons to take over 
and then goes to the rest room.

Simulate the scenario using threads (persons), mutexes (bucket, steering column) and condition 
variables (nudges, shouts, signals, alarm) and generate the likely sequence of actions.


